Summer School 2020

“International Refrigeration and Compressor Course”

Within the scope of the funded Summer School we offer an excellent preparation for the future profession in an international surrounding while working on global teams.

German and American students will attend two (2) residential weeks:

- **May 31st – June 6th, 2020** in Dresden and Rottenburg (Germany)
- **August 16th – 21th, 2020** at Purdue University, Indiana (USA)

In between the residential weeks, students work on a project in **teams** of American and German students via **digital media** and present their findings at Purdue University, USA!

Discover interesting lectures, excursions and laboratory work in the fields of **energy and process technology**, investigation of physical property and **environmental protection** with the application in **refrigeration** and **compressor technology**!

The number of participants is limited!
Your application should include a short CV with a picture and a short motivation letter.

Application deadline is Dec. 1st, 2019.

For further questions and your application please contact:
christiane.thomas@tu-dresden.de
https://tu-dresden.de/ing/maschinenwesen/iet/kkt